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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Introduced for the model year as the replacement
for the Ford F-series panel van , the model line is currently in its fourth generation. Produced in
multiple design variations for both retail and commercial sale, the E-Series was developed as a
van for either cargo or passenger use, and as a cutaway van chassis and stripped chassis a
chassis without bodywork. Since the model year, only the latter two designs are offered, as
Ford replaced E-Series vans with the Ford Transit. From to , the E-Series van was the
best-selling full-size van in the United States. The model line entered its 60th year of production
for , second only to the Ford F-Series in production since within Ford Motor Company in terms
of longevity. Prior to its closure, Lorain Assembly Lorain, Ohio assembled the model line from
to Ford released the first-generation Ford Econoline on September 21, for the model year. Three
models were available, a cargo van, a passenger van also sold under the Station Bus and Club
Wagon names , and a forward-control pickup truck. Competing directly against the rear-engine
Chevrolet Corvair van and Volkswagen Transporter , the Ford Econoline established multiple
design precedents adopted by successive American vans, including the Chevrolet Van and
Dodge A While also a forward-control vehicle, Ford introduced a mid-engine configuration. The
first-generation Ford Econoline was based on the Ford Falcon compact car range. For , the six
became standard, with a cubic-inch six introduced as an option. A three-speed manual was
standard, with a Dagenham four-speed manual introduced for and discontinued in ; the
cubic-inch engine was offered with a 3-speed automatic in , and the larger two engines were
both offered with a 3-speed automatic as an option thereafter. In contrast to the Falcon, the
Econoline was fitted with a solid front axle and a solid rear axle suspension with leaf springs for
all four wheels. In its body design, the Ford Econoline adapted several elements of the
Volkswagen Type 2 while making major departures with other design features to accommodate
its mid-engine layout. In line with Volkswagen, the Econoline positioned the front seats above
the front axle, making it a cabover -style configuration similar to the Jeep Forward Control. The
grille placed below the headlights was a design feature borrowed loosely from the Ford Thames
E a predecessor of the Ford Transit. The mid-engine placement enlarged the cargo area, as the
engine compartment was located forward of the flat load floor. Through its production, the
first-generation Ford Econoline was offered in several variants. Alongside the standard 6-door
cargo van, an 8-door version adding 2 doors on the driver side was added for For , a panel van
was introduced, deleting side loading doors altogether. For , a "Super Van" extended-length
body was introduced, extending the body 18 inches behind the rear axle. Econoline cargo vans
except panel vans were offered with or without side windows in several configurations.
Alongside the Ford Falcon, the Ford Econoline was expanded into a product line including
several vehicles. In Canada, the Econoline was marketed through both the sales networks of
both Ford and Lincoln-Mercury as a Mercury , to increase its presence outside of urban areas.
Introduced alongside the cargo van in , Ford introduced two passenger variants of the
Econoline branded as part of the Falcon range. Introduced as a bodystyle for , the Ford
Econoline pickup truck derived its body from the cargo van. Similar in configuration to the

Chevrolet Corvair pickup , the Econoline pickup bed saw no engine intrusion related to the
engine compartment. While far shorter than the similar-GVWR F, the Econoline pickup was
designed with a 7-foot long pickup bed sized between the two F-Series offerings. Two versions
of the cab were offered, a standard "3-window" cab and an optional "5-window", which added
wraparound windows to the cab corners. The introduction of the cubic-inch engine for
necessitated a larger engine compartment, intruding slightly into the cargo bed to provide
clearance for the transmission bellhousing. The same year, a "Spring Special" package was
offered as a trim option. At the time of its launch, Ford projected the Econoline pickup truck to
outsell the van, but buyers reversed the trend, with the van outselling the pickup truck
nine-to-one. When branding its truck offerings under the Mercury brand, Ford of Canada
maximized its presence in rural area serviced by either Ford or Lincoln-Mercury but not both. As
with the Mercury M-series trucks, the Mercury Econoline was largely identical to its Ford
namesake differing primarily in badging ; the model was marketed in Canada as a cargo and
passenger van and a pickup truck. After , production of the model line was sourced from the
United States. Production numbers of Mercury Econolines were low; for example, a total of 1,
Mercury Econoline pickup trucks were built in As the result of a lengthy United Auto Workers
strike in , the launch of the second-generation Econoline van was delayed almost four months
until January Instead of calling it a or Shedding its Falcon roots, the second-generation
Econoline became a heavier-duty vehicle, sharing many of its underpinnings with the F-series
full-size pickups. While the unibody construction of the previous-generation van was carried
over, a major change was made in the overall layout in the body and chassis of the Econoline.
To build a heavier-duty chassis, the mid-engine forward-control layout was abandoned in favor
of a front-engine layout with the axle placed forward; this also allowed the use of the " Twin
I-Beam " front suspension used in the F-series trucks. With the change of chassis and axle
configurations, the Econoline gained a conventional hood for engine access though most
engine access remained from the interior. To aid in engine compartment ventilation, the model
was given a conventional grille, styled similar to the F series. For , the grille was redesigned to
match the updated F series. For , a sliding rear door became an option; introduced on a cutaway
van chassis was the Hi-Cube van, a cab-chassis version of the Econoline with a box-van body.
The introduction of the cab-chassis variant would become popular in the recreational-vehicle
industry a Class C RV , a segment still dominated by the E series in the s. Inside of the
Econoline, the shift of the engine location moved the engine housing from between the seats to
in front of the driver and front passenger, under the windshield. While the Econoline cargo van
remained, it was joined by an Econoline passenger van replacing the Falcon van. Based on an
all-new chassis , Ford became the first American manufacturer to adapt body-on-frame
construction to a full-size van. The new-generation Econoline would become common not only
in its own right, but as the basis for other vehicles. With a full frame, the Econoline became
popular as a cutaway van chassis ; the design served as a basis for many ambulances, and
various types of trucks and buses. The shared drivetrain with the F-Series marked the
beginning of aftermarket four-wheel drive conversions. During the s, the Econoline became
popular as a basis for van conversions. Using the sparsely-equipped Econoline cargo van as a
basis, a luxurious interior was fitted, along with extensive customization of the exterior. To
increase the versatility of the full-size van line, the Econoline was developed using
body-on-frame construction for the first time. In addition to increasing the strength of the
chassis, the configuration allowed more commonality with the F-series trucks. As before, the
Twin I-Beam front suspension was used. In its new configuration, the engine was moved further
forward and lowered relative to the body. After the model year, the inch wheelbase Club Wagon
passenger van was discontinued, and the inch wheelbase Econoline Cargo Van was
discontinued after the model year, leaving the inch wheelbase as the sole option. In , to increase
the fuel economy of the Econoline without a major loss in engine output, Ford introduced the
option of a 6. The diesel V8 engines were available only in Econoline s or Club Wagons sold on
the same chassis. The cutaway version was available with the larger 5. Due to the popularity of
automatic transmissions in full-size vans, Ford discontinued all manual transmissions after the
model year. The column-shifted 3-speed departed after , leaving the floor-shifted 4-speed
overdrive manual as standard. The four-speed was replaced by a Mazda-sourced 5-speed M5OD
for Unlike its predecessors, Ford designed the Econoline with a "two-box" layout. Similar to the
Ford Transit of the time, the configuration moved the engine as far forward as possible and
lower in the chassis than in its predecessor; although the hood was nearly twice as long, the
hoodline was much lower. A higher degree of parts commonality with the F series made itself
known in the bodystyling: the vent windows, taillights, bumpers, and wheels were common
items between the two vehicles. In , a minor facelift updated the grille design; round headlights
were replaced by rectangular units. Although the Ford Aerostar minivan would introduce styling

far different from the Econoline, the basic styling of the full-size van would heavily influence the
Ford Ranger and its SUV offspring, the Ford Bronco II. Inside, the redesign of the chassis
expanded interior room, though the rear of the engine still remained between the front seats; an
engine cover still provided access for servicing. Sharing many controls with the F series, the
new design also improved interior ergonomics. In three body sizes, the Econoline was
produced in a cargo van and passenger van, with the latter produced in three trim levels; base,
Custom and Chateau. In addition, the Club Wagon was produced solely as a passenger van.
While the third-generation chassis was largely carried over, the body and interior underwent a
complete redesign. As with the smaller Ford Aerostar , the fourth-generation model line was
offered two body lengths on a common wheelbase. For , to adopt a nomenclature closer in line
to that of Ford full-size trucks, the Econoline was renamed the E-Series. From onward, the
E-Series has remained in production solely for commercial markets in cutaway-cab and stripped
chassis configurations. Sharing many components with F-Series trucks, the E-Series retained
the "Twin I-Beam" front suspension used by rear-wheel drive Ford trucks in North America from
the s to the early s. The rear suspension was a live rear axle with rear leaf springs. For the
model year, the chassis underwent its largest revisions of the fourth generation. In an effort to
improve handling and safety, larger brakes were added, improved steering, rollover stability
control , and a higher GVWR. On or series vans, a 7. During , the IDI diesel was replaced by a 7.
For , the E-Series underwent a revision of its engine lineup, retaining only the 7. Sharing its
gasoline engines with the tenth-generation F-Series , a 4. The 5. For , the 7. While gaining an
intercooler over its predecessor, due to the lack of airflow in the engine compartment compared
to Super Duty trucks , Ford had to detune the E-Series version of the 6. For , the 4. The 6.
Diesels were no longer offered after the model year. For , the E-Series gained flexible-fuel
capability with 4. In May , the final 4. For , the 6. During its production, the fourth-generation
E-series underwent minor revisions in and , with a major revision in ; for , the model line
underwent an additional update. The cargo van was sold as a two-passenger vehicle, with the
passenger van sold in various configurations, including 5, 8, 9, 12, and 15 passengers. During
its production, the fourth-generation model line underwent several name changes. As with the
previous generation, the Econoline was sold as both a cargo van and as a passenger van
Econoline Wagon with the Ford Club Wagon sold only as a passenger van. Toward the end of
the s, Ford began to phase out the use of the Econoline and Club Wagon nameplates. For , the
Club Wagon nameplate was discontinued in favor of Econoline Wagon. For , the Chateau was
dropped, replaced by the E Traveler; due to low sales, it was dropped after a single model year.
For , to commemorate the 50th year of production, Ford offered a 50th Anniversary Edition of
the E-Series. Offered on XLT Wagons, the option package was distinguished by blue metallic
paint, embroidered seatbacks, and exterior badging. For the model year, the body of the
Econoline underwent a complete redesign. In contrast to its GM and Dodge competitors, the
two-box body configuration made a return. To optimize the aerodynamics of the van body, the
hood was angled slightly downward and the windshield was raked back though far less than the
Aerostar. If specified, all side and rear window glass was flush-mounted to the body, along with
wraparound taillamp lenses; flush-mounted composite headlamps were an option standard on
all Club Wagons. When redesigning the interior of the E-series, the driver compartment
underwent extensive modernization. While space between the front seats was again dominated
by the front-mounted engine, a redesign of the engine cover freed up additional passenger
room. Sharing controls and components with the F-Series and Aerostar, the model line became
the first full-size van equipped with a standard driver-side airbag except for series models,
exempted by their GVWR. The instrument panel received more legible instruments but no
tachometer ; a 6-digit LCD odometer replaced the previous 5-digit analog unit. For , CFC-free Ra
air-conditioning refrigerant was adopted beginning with September production. For , the
E-series underwent a revision of both its exterior and interior, largely to bring its appearance in
line with other Ford trucks. The previous egg-crate grille was replaced by an eight-hole
oval-shaped cutout matching the Explorer and F The interior underwent a complete redesign,
adopting an all-new dashboard. Following the adoption of dual airbags for all versions , the
"brick"-style steering wheel was replaced by one with a center-mounted horn. To improve the
convenience of interior controls, rotary switches for climate controls were introduced, along
with a double-DIN radio. The instrument panel was redesigned, reintroducing an analog
odometer. The front seats underwent a redesign, relocating the seatbelt mounting to the
B-pillars. For , the E-series underwent an exterior update, adopting the grille introduced by the E
Super Duty see below. The new grille shifted the Ford Blue Oval emblem from the hood to the
center of the grille for the first time since ; based on trim, the grille was either dark gray or
chrome. The front turn signal lenses were changed from clear to amber their first change since
Coinciding with the exterior revision, the interior saw several updates. While the dashboard

remained essentially unchanged, the engine cover was redesigned including redesigned cup
holders ; the design now included a center-mounted glovebox absent from the E-Series since
For , the instrument cluster was updated with a digital odometer; heavy-duty vans now offered a
tachometer as an option. Sharing a number of chassis components with the F Super Duty, the E
was distinguished by a grille styled in line with Super Duty pickup trucks with a three horizontal
slots between two vertical openings. To accommodate the wider, heavier-duty front axle, the
van body was fitted with a larger front bumper and plastic fender flares shared with the F truck.
Several wheelbases were offered, ranging between Following the model year, Ford ended
production of the E Super Duty the E currently remains in production. For the model year, the
fourth-generation E-series underwent its most extensive revision since its introduction. While
the chassis itself saw few fundamental changes, the bodyshell saw a major update to the
exterior and interior. Largely concentrated forward of the windshield, the redesign included new
fenders, a new hood, and a much larger grille. To increase parts commonality, the grille and
headlights were shared with the revision of the Super Duty trucks. For , the dashboard
underwent its own redesign sharing only the steering column with the previous version. Further
increasing parts commonality with the Super Duty, the instrument panel was redesigned
standardizing a tachometer ; the glovebox was shifted from the engine cover to ahead of the
passenger seat. Sharing additional components with the Super Duty, the model line gained the
Ford Sync system and in-dash navigation as options. For the first time in a full-size van, the
E-series was offered with a rear-view backup camera as an option. For the model year, Ford
discontinued sales of the E-Series passenger and cargo vans, replacing them with the
fourth-generation Ford Transit. While the E-Series had remained the best-selling vehicle in the
full-size van segment since , [24] [25] the model line had seen little change since on a chassis
introduced for the model year. From onward, the E-Series has remained in production entirely
for commercial sale, with all examples produced as incomplete vehicles. The model line is
currently offered in two configurations: cutaway-cab open-cab, to be fitted with second-party
rear body and stripped-chassis no body, to be fitted with complete second-party body. Sold
outside of North America since , the Transit was introduced to the United States and Canada,
offering increased fuel economy and additional body configurations over the E-Series.
Following the discontinuation of E-Series passenger vans, the powertrain underwent a revision,
with the 6. Initially planned to continue production until the end of the s, [16] Ford extended the
life of the E-Series into its sixth decade, unveiling a revised model line. Replacing both the 6.
The largest overhead-valve V8 since the 7. For the first time since , the E-Series is fitted with a
new tilt-telescope steering column [29] [30] and the first redesign of the instrument cluster since
; both components are derived from the F and Super Duty trucks. From Wikipedia, the free
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F-series panel truck. FR layout. Ford Windsor V8. Navistar 7. Ford Essex V6. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Ford E-Series. Pickup truck. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E.
Bronco II. Expedition Max. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super
Duty. Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. More stars mean safer
cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single
frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision between two similar

vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an intersection collision
between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash
into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of
rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a
record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification
number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with
your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep
our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a
specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup
tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States
Department of Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up
another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle
Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and
Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety
problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Jim's auto sales were
polite and friendly. They went out of their way to set up times to look at vehicles outside of
regular business hours. My transaction went very smoothly. Excellent experience! Dan made
my purchase easy. I highly recommend this dealership!! They got me in the truck I have been
looking for. They were very friendly and went above and beyond any other dealer I have ever
dealt with! I highly recommend them. I drove all the way from Georgia and they were honest
about the details of the truck and did not leave anything out that would surprise me later. Great
dealer and great folks!! I highly recommend Miller Motors. We drove the car and pointed out the
abs and break sevice light were on. He fixed this at no extra charge and we had the car. Very
dependable and great on gas. We drove in from Kansas city and it was worth the drive. Miller
has been very helpful. I haven't bought a car from him yet because I am waiting to see whether
they fix my car or total it. But he comes across as an honest dealer and very upfront.
Experience went good with the exception that they did not wear masks when going on the test
drive, nor in their office. Didn't receive an answer from them for a couple days. When the did
respond, it had already been sold. Slow to reply. I reached out texting the number listed,
emailed the email listed, and then finally through CarGurus, to which they responded, finally. I
get being busy, but don't have so many ways of contact if you can't stay on them to follow up.
Great experience. Practicallu hassle free. Still good service even though they were extremely
busy. Would recommend. Great Group of people to work with on buying a vehicle. This was the
second truck I have bought from them. Thank You to Elite Motors for a great truck deal and
experience Again!!! Responded quickly, and answered the questions I had. Very helpful and
very honest people. Contact was attempted by dealer but we never actually spoke. However he
did make attemp at contact at a reasonable amount of time, that was good. However I was not
available. Reliable staff Vlad went out of his way to accomodate us. Thank you! We found
another car, however. Salesman Scott Kadera was very knowledgeable in any questions I had. I
would recommend McGraths for a good shopping experience. I had an excellent experience
with them. I was able to negotiate the deal and purchase the vehicle remotely. Very helpful and
friendly. Monday recieved email asking if i had questions about truck i asked if it had a deposit?
No response two days later another email asking if i was interested in the truck, their site shows
it sold. Wonderful people to do business with. They want your business for life and are building
a great company. Buying this truck was an awesome experience. He went out of his way to
make it as easy as possible. Highly recommend! We were greatly disappointed with this
experience. Although they were helpful at first, after we looked at the truck and were happy with
it, we looked up the recommended selling price on Kelly BlueBook. The price they were was
asking was more than double the recommended price. We offered a generous amount and the
dealer laughed in our face. He then proceeded to tell us he was not willing to negotiate at all,
even after agreeing the price was too high. Overall horrible experience. Bad should not. They
said no, come on. I got there the car is a total loss. I would rate this dealership as a Zero! Nice
staff just poor customer service. However the was in better shape , hence the miles a bit high
considering the price. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Request Information. Excellent truck! Very luxurious, spacious and a absolute power house.
Ford has the absolute BEST heavy duty truck on the market, hands down. Well it's a Ford
SuperDuty so that means its awesome, with last a long time and it's built Ford Tough. I loved
the driving experince it was not a hard as I thought it would be being that it was dually. I can't
wait to get one in my driveway!! Why Use CarGurus? The Ford E commercial truck is available
as a cutaway or a stripped chassis. It can weigh up to 14, pounds, depending on the engine. The
rear-wheel drive chassis "fits a wide range of aftermarket bodies -- including general delivery
vans, electric and gas utility van bodies, center-mounted personnel lifts, and low-height
paper-delivery bodies," according to the Ford website. The E is the heaviest in Ford's stripped
chassis E-series. The lighter weight commercial truck is the E The Ford E offers three engine
options. The 5. The 6. The truck is available with either a gallon or a gallon fuel tank. Ford
recommends regular unleaded gas for the 6. The stripped chassis has occupation for only one
person and comes with a temporary driver's seat. The cutaway can seat up to two people and
has 40 inches of front legroom, 42 inches of front headroom, The E includes these standard
features: mode select transmission, front-wheel independent suspension, power steering, dual
rear wheels, variably intermittent wipers, tachometer, voltmeter, a titled steering wheel and
anti-lock brakes. Block heaters are optional on the Ford E Other optional features include
limited slip differential and traction control. Additional options are available in the cutaway,
including remote keyless entry, speed control and auto-dimming rear view mirror. The Ford E
comes with a basic warranty of 36 months of 36, miles. The powertrain warranty is 60 months or
60, miles. Corrosion perforation warranty covers the truck for 60 months, but it doesn't have a
distance limitation. Roadside assistance is available for 60 months or 60, miles. Based in
Colorado, Kensey McKutchen has been writing government, health, education and human
interest stories since Transmission The Ford E is manufactured with a five-speed automatic
transmission. Interior The stripped chassis has occupation for only one person and comes with
a temporary driver's seat. Standard Features The E includes these standard features: mode
select transmission, front-wheel independent suspension, power steering, dual rear wheels,
variably intermittent wipers, tachometer, voltmeter, a titled steering wheel and anti-lock brakes.
Optional Features Block heaters are optional on the Ford E Warranty The Ford E comes with a
basic warranty of 36 months of 36, miles. Free Shipping on All Orders! Wheel Diameter Clear
16" Wheels Wheel Width Clear 6" Wide 8. Bolt Pattern Clear 8 on mm 8 on mm 8 on 6. Tire Size
Clear 8R Mounting Style Clear Hub Pilot. Show 6 items per page 12 items per page 18 items per
page 24 items per page 30 items per page 36 items per page 42 items per page. Select options.
Comes with a 5-Year Warranty! Add to cart. JAE Eagle. Borg Equipment. This Dually Valve kit
makes it easier for motor home or commercial vehicles to check and maintain tire pressure on
dual wheels. Especially your Ships Weeks. Buy Truck Wheels. Polished aluminum caps with
new lug nuts and stainless steel nut covers. The caps will be installed before any lug nuts are
attached. These 24" x 8. This heavy duty adapter kit fits Class 8 - Takes standard 8 on 6. This
item has visible imperfections. Comes with 22" x 8. This item has some visible imperfections.
Please see photos for the exact product you will receive. Kit Includes: 4 - Aluminum Polished
Heavy duty quality guaranteed. Stop wasting time on cheap out of round wheels and get high
quality heavy duty! Please see photos for the exact product you will receive Specs: Cover
Height: 1. Please see photos for the exact product you will receive Specs: Cover Height: 4.
Recently Viewed Products. Featured Brands view all. Free Shipping All Orders. Expert Advice.
Secure Shopping. In-Stock Ready to Ship. Continue shopping View cart. Make Ford E Model E
Set up for hauling dirt bikes ,atv,street bike or cart. Truck runs and drives great. Also 1 40 gallon
tank mounted inside for inside and outside shower. Electric water heater , fridge, microwave,
TV. Storage cabinets inside, 2 couches that pull out to beds. Full size shower. Roof mounted
AC. Garage area has diamond plate cabinets ,vise and Fluorescent lights and 12 v lights. New
tires. Truck is ready togo! Must be picked up in Old Bridge NJ. Make Jayco. Model FORD.
Generator Onan MicroQuiet with Motorhome has Miles. Make Ford. Lexington series by Forest
River. Equipped with electric brakes, rock guard and self leveler. Self contained sewage tank,
fresh water tank, self contained generator and propane tank. Has 3 slide outs with 3 awnings,
aluminum folding steps, outdoor mat. Three new batteries, new radiator hoses, new heater hose
and serpentine belt. New set of Michelin 16" tires. Living area has one sofa and dinette booth,
flat screen tv. Bedroom has queen size brand new memory foam mattress, flat screen tv and 2
closets, 4 drawers. Separate shower from toilet and lavatory. Interior color tan. Newly
remodeled mobile home. The interior has the latest finishing touches from some of Houston's
finest interior designers. A mobile homeowners dream!! Don't miss out! RV was used for a
mobile hair salon. Minor changes were made to the interior and exterior. The inside back
shower and bed were changed to a shampoo bowl and styling chair. The outside of the RV has a

custom wrap. Both can be changed back to original design. Hauling compartment measures
9'3" deep, 7'7" w x 6' h. Sleeps people. Awning is in good shape, generator, furnace, AC and hot
water all work good. We just purchased a fleet of these shuttle buses, and this one is NICE!
ONLY 39k mi!!! Built upon a solid Ford E chassis, and equipped with a powerful Ford 6. Sleeps 6
comfortably This unit has a lot of options and has barely been used. It only has 15, miles on it
and has been stored inside most of its life. It has 3 slide outs and jacks on every corner. Inside
it has queen size bed,couch has a hideabed and th table also turns into a bed. Outside speakers
Leather captain chairs in front cab And many more options not listed this is a must see!! We
towed this Jeep Liberty with tow package behind it so we are giving the option to buy as a
package deal or separate. It has low miles and is also in great condition. Just rv. Everything
works great! Onboard Generac generator has power to spare. Refigerat
goldwing audio
landis gyr e650 wiring diagram
geo metro oil capacity
or and AC is ice cold. Literally, there have been only two small issues: The outside shower
nozzle broke and I broke the roof top antenna crank. Microwave doubles as a convection oven.
This was originally owned by a 78 year old man who had a business in Florida, He drove it back
and forth and used the "garage" to haul his product back and forth, hence the miles. The Triton
V engines is a long life engine and has been maintained by Ford. It runs perfectly and has never
given me any trouble. In fact the entire machine has never given me any trouble! Have
questions? Sioux Falls, SD. Riverside, CA. Cordova, TN. Chino Hills, CA. Los Angeles, CA. Las
Cruces, NM. Scottsdale, AZ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Ford E
Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 29 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Ford Model E Category - Length 25 Posted Over 1 Month. Dealer POP Yachts 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

